Introduction

Main results.
Throughout this paper, I1@ will denote the distance of the real number 8 from the nearest integer. We shall prove the following results which represent extensions to simultaneous approximations of Roth's famous theorem [5] on rational approximations to an algebraic irrationM ~. 
There are at most finitely many numbers w which are rationals or quadratic irrationals and which satis/y
This theorem should be compared with a recent result of Davenport and the author [3] which asserts the existence of infinitely many numbers co of the type described above satisfying
I~-o~1 <C(~)H(~)-~; (7)
in fact in this latter result ~ can be any real number which is neither rational nor a quadratie irrational. (For results concerning approximations by algebraic numbers of degree ~< k, see Wirsing [7] . Wirsing (unpublished as yet) also proved a general result of the type of Theorem 3, but without best possible exponents.)
Theorem 3 follows easily from the corollary to Theorem 2; by Roth's Theorem, we may restrict ourselves to quadratic irrationals 09. Let 
imply (8), and (9) may have infinitely many solutions unless 1, ~, cr are linearly independent.
THEOREM 5. Let ~, fl, ~ be algebraic and 1, ~, fl, $ linearly independent over Q, and let ~>0. There are only finitely many triples o~ non-zero integers ql, q2, qa having
This theorem probably is not best possible; probably the exponent 5/3+~ in (10) may be replaced by 1 + e. I am unable to prove the analogue of Theorem 1 or 2 for three numbers a, fl, ~. I cannot prove any result in this direction for more than three numbers.
Auxiliary results.
To prove the main results we shall derive some auxiliary theo- Definition. Let L 1 ..... L~ be linear forms as above, and let S be a subset of (1 .... , l}. We say L 1 ..... Ll; S are proper if (i) the ~hk are algebraic and det (~hk) ~0
(ii) for every i E S, the non-zero elements among A il .... , A, are linearly independent over Q.
(iii) for every k, 1 ~<k~<l, there is an iES with Aik40.
Of particular interest will be the following examples.
(1) l=2, LI=X 1-~X~, L2=X~, S= {2}./)1, L2; S are proper if :r is an algebraic irrational. and Q~>max (A 1, A s, A a, Q2(~)).
We shall show in chapter 4 that Theorems 1, 2 and 4 are easy consequences of Theorems 6 and 7. Theorem 5 will be derived from Theorem 6 by a similar transference principle.
Our proof of Theorem 6 will follow the method of my previous paper 
I(c)
the ideal in ~ generated by the polynomials
with 
ind (PQ) = ind P + ind Q.
In what follows, r will always denote an m-tuple of positive integers (r 1 .... , r~) and will denote an lm-tuple of nonnegative integers (ill ..... ilZ; ...; ira1 ..... imZ ). We put Given a polynomial P E ~, set
The inequality ind p3 >/ind P-(~/r)
follows easily from our definitions. There is a polynomial P ~ 0 in ~ with rational integral coefficients such that
one has ]or arbitrary ~ and 711 .... , ?,a.
I~l]akr;1--ml-ll<.31me
Here D, E depend only on the coefficients o~ak.
(1 < k < 1).
Proo/. As we shall see, the polynomial P constructed in Theorem 8 satisfies everything.
This is clear as far as (i) and (ii) are concerned. As for (iii), One obtains P3 in the form (11) by substituting the right-hand side of (14) for each Xa~ in
A typical product in (15), namely X~'I' X j~. then becomes
and as a polynomial in Lll .... , Lmz has coefficients of absolute value
By (ii) and by Lemma 2,
Therefore pZ as a polynomial in L n ..... Lmz has coefficients of absolute value ~< (2lDG) r, +''" +"% This proves (iii).
The index of P with respect to (Llj .... , Lmj; rl ..... rm) is at least (1-1 -e) by the previous theorem. Hence if (12) holds, the index of P3 is at least
by (7). Hence any lm-tuple (?n ..... i~l) having d~(j n ..... I'll) :F0 satisfies
Since pZ is homogeneous in L h ...... L~z of degree <rh, one obtains
whence by (16),
h=l The inequalities (16) and (17) give (iv). In what follows a polynomial in X 1 ..... Xl will be interpreted as a function on R t.
Grids. Now as always let
The next lemma contains the idea which will enable us to improve upon the results of [6] . Assume now e < t, and without loss of generality assume e = el < t. We may write
The degree of R is at most r-e~-...-e 8 <r-es. After taking the partial derivative with respect to X i of order e =e 1 and putting X1 = 1 afterwards, the right-hand side of (20) becomes e! (1-2) *' . 
IM,~[~ >~2 3"'~' (1 <h<m). (32)
Proo[. Without doubt, this lemma in some disguised form may be found in the literature. A simple proof is as follows.
Both the left and right-hand side of (1) As for the lower bound, suppose a particular Mk is =~ 0. :By condition (iii) of proper systems, there is an iES with A~40, and by (ii), the non-zero elements among 
Let ~ > O, Q > 0 and let to1 .... , YO~ be linearly independent integer points o/R l satis/ying
[L,(YOj)] <O~'-~ (l<i<l, l<i<n).(4)M = M{YO 1 ..... ~n) QC,< ]M I <~QC,(5)
L1 (YOn)'" i~-i (YOn) L,+t (YOn)'." Lz (YOn)
and (3), and by (4),
I
~<n! Q-n~.
(6)
On the other hand, by Lemma 5, the left-hand side of (6) 
. cz are fixed constants subject to the conditions (2) and (3).
To prove this statement, we remark that because of AIA 2 ... As = 1, we may restrict Hence it is enough to prove the theorem for a particular such l-tuple. 
It su/fices to prove
We have to show that the set ~ is bounded.
We may clearly assume 0 <0 < 1/12. Pick ~ >0 small enough to satisfy > 1612e.
Then also 0 <~< 1/12. Next, pick an integer m so large that
m~>4e -2 log (2/A), (11)
where A is the maximum of the degrees A~ of K~=Q(~I, ..., ~n). Further set eo = 24.2-re(e/12) zm-~.
Now e < 1 and m >~ 1 implies eo < 1.
In what follows, D, E will be the constants of parts (ii), (iii) of Theorem 9, and C1, C2, Ca the constants of Lemma 6.
We argue indirectly and assume that ~ is unbounded. There is then a Q1 in ~ such thai; Q~ > 2ZE, Q~ >/(r + 1),
~C~ oJ A3rnn~CI
Q1 > Ca, ~x > z ,
We also may pick Q= .... , Qm in ff~ satisfying 89 log Qa+l >log Qa
In particular this implies
Let r 1 be an integer so large that ~r 1 log QI >~log Q~ and for h = 2, 3 .... , m put rh = [rl log Q1/log Qh] + 1.
This choice of r I .... , rm implies r 1 log Q1 <rn log Qn~<(1 +e)r 1 log Q1
By virtue of (18) (1 ~<h <m).
(1 ~<h ~<m). 
(18)
. rm).
By Lemma 6 and since Qh >~ C3, (24) and (25). We therefore conclude:
P has index at most e with respect to (M1, ..., M~; rl ....
. rz).
Since m > 1, this contradicts the lower bound for the index given earlier. The assumption that ~ is unbounded was therefore wrong, and Theorem 6 holds. 
Proof of the main theorems
implied by ~ESI_I, U 1 iS the largest coefficient in absolute value. In the additional linear relation implied by ~ESI_2, which we can take in the form
Vz-1 is to be the largest coefficient in absolute value, and so on. By (4), this inequality in fact holds for any ~ which is not in Si-1-This shows )t~>~2-tQ~t. The lower bound for ~t~ now follows from (2) and (7).
Proo/ o/ Theorem 7.
Let the forms L1, Ls, L3, M1, Ms, M3 and the sets S, T satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 7. If S={1, 2, 3}, condition (1.21) implies AI=As=A3=I, the set (1.14) is a fixed set, and (1.20) certainly holds if Q is large. We may therefore assume that neither S nor T contains all three elements 1, 2, 3. Since S and T are not empty and since S N T is, S contains either one or two elements, and similarly for T.
There exist integers cl, cs, c a with
Throughout this section, A1, As, A a will be positive reals with AIAsAa= 1 and
A~>~l if iES, Aj<~l if jET,
i.e. (1.21). ~1, 2s, 23 will denote the successive minima of
and/zl, ~s,/~a the successive minima of
The convex bodies defined by (12), (13) 
where I q I =max (lq!l, l q~l, l q31) il q = (ql, q~, q3 
